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About This Game

If you change the units of speed and distance for “8”- what will happen? 8infinity (8 infinity).

8infinity (8 infinity) is a dynamic and rhythm game where the player reaches eights “8” - levels of infinity. In the game there are
no barriers. If there are any, it’s only the imagination! This game is for everyone who wants to improve their quick thinking and

the related skills.

Passing through eight is signaled by color, which player must click the correct button: violet or color blue, double color or gray -
the most surprising move, where a player can’t touch the screen!

The level of difficulty increases every time you reach the "8" – the pace of the game becomes faster. Surprise causes
unpredictable rotation of eights - it is like rollercoaster!

The hero of the game is a heavy metal ball, that enlightens "8" like an orange fireball. The whole game is complemented by the
purposefully created sound.

The game graphic design has been carefully tailored combining terms of classic elements with modern visual design.
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[NOTE: This review needs to be updated. Will update it soon.]

Originally, I decided I wasn't going to buy this game because people said it heavily resembled a mobile game (Microtransaction
City). However, because I love the franchise so much, I decided to ignore the negative reviews and buy the game anyways. Hell,
I even bought the KP DLC. So that's 100 dollars down the drain.

Scores-

Story: 6.5\/10 - The story-line definitely has its flaws. It appears lazily written and confusing in many ways but I was somehow
always excited to see where the story would go next. Also, STOP letting D'Vorah KILL OFF FAN FAVORITES
you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Krypt: 7\/10 - The developers were right to drop the MKX style krypt movement. It's like a game inside of a game! If that ain't
cool, I don't know what is. There's puzzles, secrets, and many easter eggs. On top of that, the majority of the krypt is
randomized, the only things not randomized being chests opened with hearts and very specific items. The RNG for regular
chests was not really a good decision in my opinion.

Kombat: 9\/10 - Great! Fun to get into learning the characters' move-sets. -1 point because some of the movement animations
are lazy. If y'all fix those weird animations then I'll boost this up to 10.

Training: 9\/10 - (Learning frame data, blocking, gauge management, etc...) The tutorials are wonderful for helping new players
(and returning) learn how it all works. The only issue I have is that the tutorials for individual characters are lacking and don't
really teach you how to do decent combos. Just look for character combo guides on YouTube.

Online: 8.5\/10 - It's pretty much the same as MKX's online except they established an easier-to-navigate menu for finding
rooms and KOTH matches. Thankfully NRS did do something about the ridiculous desync issues that would happen randomly,
regardless if the ping was great. (If you're still having desync issues then I'm sorry :L)

AI teams: 8\/10 - Can be fun. Just depends if you invest your AIs fighting points well. You can use these neat little bots to fight
your towers for you, as well as other players' AI teams. It was really something seeing my little
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Kollector AI destroy the opponent and then proceed to fatality the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out of them.
Just a tip for newbies - Invest your AI points into "Rushdown" and "Kombo" (30 points for each). Having them set in these
categories will make it (definitely) easier to conquer towers and (maybe) AI fights.

Kustomization: 9\/10 - Awesome customization choices. I wish they'd make some more clothing for the women that isn't so
covering, though. Not to be THAT person - The base outfits are great and make sense in the story, but there should be a little
more diversity after that. Even bringing back Klassic skins for the ladies would be neato.

New characters: 5\/10 - I do like the looks, move-sets, and voices of the new characters, but they just don't live up to to
expectations. Cetrion and Geras were nothing more than servants to Kronika. Their characters didn't develop, they just followed
blindly to the very end. Kollector - and don't get me wrong, I love the guy AND he's my main - adds nothing worthwhile to the
story and is also just a servant to Shao Kahn.

Old characters: 8\/10 - I still love all the old characters and I'm glad to see Noob as a playable again.
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Gear System: 8\/10 - It's terrible, but I love it.

Kurrencies: 7\/10 - Too many different types of currencies but it's not really the end of the world. For the newbies, or returning
MK players, you'll get the hang of it very quickly.

Towers 9\/10: Towers of Time are typically not difficult to overcome, but sometimes modifiers can be really harsh.

Overall score: [will add later]

Edit: Grammar, wording, and run-on fixes. A bit more elaboration. I did not really proofread the first time I posted.
Edit #2: Score changes, more elaboration [Not done with review, I'm still editing it to accurately reflect latest patches and my
honest thoughts] Will also come back for spelling and grammar fixes. I'm editing this at 6 in the morning with no sleep.. ok
game, but was having issues with parts of the game locking up and basically forcing me to either reload or restart the game. one
example was i opened the steam overlay to check achievements, and then it basically became unresponsive so i was forced to
alt+tab and close the game and restart it, thankfully i was close to a save point, another instance was i was in the middle of a
combat scenario and all my skills and end turn button became unresponsive so i could not progress which would have forced me
to reload at save point.

decent storyline, but these issues were making it annoying to play unless you were really on your toes with keeping a save game
up to date since you never know when this would happen.. Avernum games are great.. I really love these kind of "hide and seek"
games (I really liked The Ship) and the Cyberpunk setting and I'd love to see the Community grow.
And thats the only problem right now. There are no other players most of the time but I can't really see why. This game has
great potential!
I hope soon I will be able to play with more people! :)

. This add-on is very disappointing. It has some neat ideas, like taking over two NPCs like Gorn or Lester, but the ideas are
wasted as you use them only for a few moments and like the rest of the add-on you only fight your way through instead of using
their distinct character strengths - ok for Gorn it is fighting your way through :) . The game is way too short - I finished in in 3-4
four hours and way too easy on the normal level – something that I noticed on the regular Arcania game as well. Don’t waste a
penny and hour on this one.. political agenda sheeeeeeeeeet. Nostalgia!

This Half Life expansion takes a different spin. Instead of playing a Black Mesa personal you are Corporal Adrian Shepard and
you are task to hunt down Gordon Freeman and terminate him. You think it would be easy, instead just like the Black Mesa
personal you are thrown into the chaos that is wrecking havoc all across the facility and just like everyone else. You must fight
your way through the facility and survive.

This game adds a lit bit of something new to the game. Not only new alien species. But also team effort. Your AI squad mates
that are dotted throughout the huge complex. Be warn however there are some instances that they MUST SURVIVE if they die
then you will have to start all over again from where you last save. So keep them alive and work with them.

This game adds more puzzle and more exploration to the huge facility which is always nice. The only minor complaint is the
senstivity in some cases it can get really annoying or dizzy when doing these physical puzzles (jump, crouch jump) those sort of
puzzles. Unlike in the previous games where the looking senstivity and what not seems more slower. So beware of that.

If you are a Half Life fan and want a taste of of military action. Half Life style. This game is recommended. Amazing is, that
this game gives me real sense of guilt...
After playing it for not even half and hour, the normal price suddenly seems more than fair to me and I had to write this review
and give it my absolute approval in order to calm down that nasty feeling, that I took food off the mouth of some poor indie
game developers child or something, considering the -33% sales price I got for this little gem.

I totally dig the sounddesign and the music and polished feeling of everything. The dancing vibe is strong in some of the tracks.
Being able to resize and move the amazeball up and down is great for sitting as standing as for different room sizes. The game
runs and feels great.
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Everyone reading this and on the fence... there is really nothing you have to worry about.

Except maybe one tiny thing. I would have loved to have a way to drag the ball to the edge and maybe even a little outside of the
play area. I got a sofa there and prefer to sit on that instead of a chair inside my play area, but I guess that is just me
complaining on a very high level.

Else than that is seems perfect and you should totally consider buying if you have'nt yet.
In case you own it already, and you know what I am talking about, then gift Super Amazeballs to a friend of your choice today,
to make the first step in spreading love and harmony all over the world, forever.

. i get to hear Kou's voice again = recommended for an eternity. Absolutly stunning visuals, shooting gets a bit dull after a while
but I still play it all the time to relax.This game is the reason I'am buying a VR headset.
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Good game, but no communication from the devs for quite some time, so it is starting to feel abandoned.

Recommended in it's current state, but a short puzzle run, and don't hold your breath for updates.

G. If your looking for a quick bullet hell esque fix, this is it. Except everything is a bullet that you must avoid. Great concept
and wonderful execution, would make a great mobile game. Good game to pass time. Best played with a controller, in my
opinion.. harder than Super Hexagon, but not impossible at it seems at first. really nice soundtrack and dynamics. controls are a
bit hard to get used to, due to necessary oversensibility.. I am really enjoying this game. Nothing beats going down to your local
range and putting rounds into paper or steel, but this certainly comes as close as you can with a computer and a couple
controllers.

AncientSky has been awesome in listening to what feedback they are getting and trying to improve upon what they have built
already.

If you've shot competitively in the past or are interested in what its like I would definately recommend this to you.. Ok the
Graphics are pretty good but i got the game today it just released and there is no multiplayer servers but i kind of get that
because it just launched today There was a bug where i could not turn my player left or right so i had to restart my game but
other than that i think this is a solid game
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